GFWC POWAY WOMAN’S CLUB
2017 “CELEBRATE WOMEN“ ART EXHIBIT

BEST OF SHOW

THE VALLEY
ELLA WHITEHEAD

FIRST PLACE ~ PASTEL
SUNLIT WAVES
DORIS BERTCH

FIRST PLACE ~ PENCIL/COLORED PENCIL
THE FLOWER FIELDS OF PLAZA DE CALIFORNIA
NANETTE BENSEN-SCHLAX

FIRST PLACE ~ ABSTRACT
SUNRISE SORBET
BARBARA RAUB

FIRST PLACE ~ COLLAGE MIXED MEDIA
HELLO - WELCOME
HELEN PETRE

FIRST PLACE ~ WATERCOLOR
BALBOA PARK
PAT DISPENZIERE

FIRST PLACE ~ WATERCOLOR
INDIAN TEPEE
MEDA MENIUS

FIRST PLACE ~ OIL
MODERN LIFE
JEAN SNOW

FIRST PLACE ~ ACRYLIC
SAILING AWAY
MARY SCOTT

FIRST PLACE ~ FABRIC ARTS
JAPANESE LITTLE GIRLS FESTIVAL
KEIKO GRANT